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QUESTION 1

Which pillar of Prisma Cloud application security addresses ensuring that your cloud resources and SaaS applications
are correctly configured? 

A. visibility, governance, and compliance 

B. network protection 

C. dynamic computing 

D. compute security 

Correct Answer: A 

Ensuring that your cloud resources and SaaS applications are correctly configured and adhere to your organization\\'s
security standards from day one is essential to prevent successful attacks. Also, making sure that these applications,
and the data they collect and store, are properly protected and compliant is critical to avoid costly fines, a tarnished
image, and loss of customer trust. Meeting security standards and maintaining compliant environments at scale, and
across SaaS applications, is the new expectation for security teams. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is a service that allows you to control permissions assigned to users in order for them to access
and utilize cloud resources? 

A. User-ID 

B. Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) 

C. User and Entity Behavior Analytics (UEBA) 

D. Identity and Access Management (IAM) 

Correct Answer: D 

Identity and access management (IAM) is a software service or framework that allows organizations to define user or
group identities within software environments, then associate permissions with them. The identities and permissions are
usually spelled out in a text file, which is referred to as an IAM policy. 

 

QUESTION 3

On an endpoint, which method should you use to secure applications against exploits? 

A. endpoint-based firewall 

B. strong user passwords 

C. full-disk encryption 

D. software patches 
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Correct Answer: D 

New software vulnerabilities and exploits are discovered all the time and thus diligent software patch management is
required by system and security administrators in every organization. 

 

QUESTION 4

When signature-based antivirus software detects malware, what three things does it do to provide protection? (Choose
three.) 

A. decrypt the infected file using base64 

B. alert system administrators 

C. quarantine the infected file 

D. delete the infected file 

E. remove the infected file\\'s extension 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 5

In which phase of the cyberattack lifecycle do attackers establish encrypted communication channels back to servers
across the internet so that they can modify their attack objectives and methods? 

A. exploitation 

B. actions on the objective 

C. command and control 

D. installation 

Correct Answer: C 

Command and Control: Attackers establish encrypted communication channels back to command-and- control (C2)
servers across the internet so that they can modify their attack objectives and methods as additional targets of
opportunity are identified within the victim network, or to evade any new security countermeasures that the organization
may attempt to deploy if attack artifacts are discovered. 
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